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• Jonathan Newport - Re ections from this year.

I am delighted to welcome you to latest edition of the Evolve Alliance
journal. The theme of this terms journal is culture and values. As leaders
we must be astute about preparing for and managing change. The way in
which we lead must instil a sense of con dence, security and optimism
amongst the adults and – crucially – the children we lead and serve. That
is easier said than done, and often it can be extremely daunting for us as
leaders to maintain that sense of calm, considered leadership when so
much around us is in a state of ux. Here at The Evolve Trust we have
conducted extensive research into work-based culture and have worked
with Bretton Putter an international expert and author. He has
contributed to this journal
I wish to extend my gratitude to all the contributors for the time taken
to write these fantastic articles
Culture is the character and personality of your organisation. It's what
makes your trust/ school/ academy unique and is the sum of its values,
traditions, beliefs, interactions, behaviours, and attitudes. Positive
workplace culture attracts talent, drives engagement, impacts happiness and satisfaction, and affects performance. The
personality of your organisation is in uenced by everything. Leadership, management, workplace practices, policies,
people, and more impact culture signi cantly. The biggest mistake organisations make is letting their workplace culture
form naturally without rst de ning what they want it to be. As a turbulent academic year draws to a close and the
summer break approaches is a good time to re ect on what we want the next academic year to be. Throughout the
journal we explore why culture and values are so important as well as some speci c examples on how we can develop
it
I wish you a very happy and safe Summer holiday and thank you for your continued support of the Evolve Alliance
More information about the Evolve Alliance can be found at www.evolvealliance.org
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Take control of your school’s culture …
Bretton Putter
Bretton is a
leading
expert on
startup and
high-growth
company
culture. He is
the founder
and CEO of
CultureGene
a culture
development
platform
helping companies to transition effectively to
remote work
He recently published Culture Decks Decoded:
Transform your Culture into a Visible, Conscious
and Tangible Asset and will be publishing The
Culture-Driven Leader in 2020
Brett interviews founders and CEOs of
successful high-growth start-ups to better
understand how they de ned, developed and
implemented their company’s culture. He
publishes his interviews on the CultureGene blog
and speaks and runs workshops on the subject of
company culture. Brett is an investor in
Seedcamp funds I, II, III & IV and an investor in
and advisor to a number of high growth start-up
Prior to founding CultureGene Brett spent 16
years as the Managing Partner of a leading
executive search rm where he successfully
completed CxO,VP and Director level searches
for hundreds of start-up and high-growth
companies in the UK, US and across EMEA. He
has interviewed more than 5,000 senior
executives over the past 16 years.

Every school has a culture. Just like in most other
organisations, a school’s culture develops by default, is
mostly invisible, subconscious, intangible and happens
'below the surface'. The Principal's responsibility is to
bring the desired culture to the surface to make it
real, actionable, and liveable. If the Principal fails to do
this, the bad habits, behaviours, and practices that are
part and parcel of every default culture, become
embedded and entrenched into 'the way we do things
around here.' Left unchecked, these bad habits,
behaviours, and practices will lead to a negative, if not
toxic environment, and undoing or overcoming this
'cultural debt' is hard.
A school's culture is the one sustainable competitive
advantage that a Principal has complete control over,
and the sooner they take control of their culture to
turn it into an asset, the better. Taking control of
culture begins by de ning the school's vision and
values. The vision statement - the north star of the
school - articulates why the school exists, by
describing its long-term goals and aspirations. The
core values are the DNA of the school and the staff; if
well de ned, they guide the behaviour of the staff as
they deliver on the day-to-day teaching and
operational requirements of the school.
There are three common mistakes that leaders make
when exploring and de ning their values.
1. Not including the broader team in the
process
2. Not de ning what the values mean to the
school
3. Failing to embed the values into the
leadership team, processes and procedures of
the school.
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De ning what the values mean to the school
The problem with most organisational values is they are
open to interpretation. Different people can interpret the
same word or phrase in many different ways. Take the word
"teamwork," for example. One person's interpretation of
teamwork could be a group of people working together to
achieve a common goal. Another person's interpretation
might be that the team always comes rst before any
individual's agenda. Neither is wrong, but you can see that
these different interpretations might end up with one team
member making a different decision to the other when
faced with exactly the same situation. Often, the
interpretation and decision suit the person's individual
needs and are not in the organisation's best interests.
This happens all the time and is one reason why people
doubt the effectiveness of de ning company values. To avoid
this situation it is critical, once the values have been
de ned, to do an exercise with the wider team to
determine the expected behaviours of each value. The
expected behaviours describe what the values mean, how
they should be lived and what the school expects from the
staff and teachers. De ning the expected behaviours makes
it easier to embed the values into the school because they
are no longer open to interpretation.
Embedding the values into the school
Principals often make the mistake of treating culture like a
tick box exercise. They fail to embed the values into the
operating system of the school.
Compared to the challenges of
de ning organisational culture,
embedding culture is a relatively
simple process requiring an
understanding of the six culture
embedding mechanisms. They six
mechanisms ar

- How and what you reward and
recognise

- How you hire, promote and
re

- What you consistently measure
or pay attention to

- How you guide the team in

investing or allocating funds in
the school

-

How you coach, teach and educate
How you react to failure, emergencies, critical
issues, and other organisational crises
These mechanisms are pretty self-explanatory.
Do you reward or recognise people for living
•
the culture and speci cally the values of the
school?
Do you hire or promote the right people in
•
line with your school’s values?
Do you prioritise the things that you say are
•
important?
What else, apart from the numbers, do you
•
measure or pay attention to?
Where in the school do you allocate funds and
•
for what reason
How do you encourage your team's personal
•
development?
How you behave, not what you say, demonstrates to
your staff what's important to you as a leader. The
staff members are watching the Principal like a hawk.
They notice if the Principal’s behaviour in these
situations does not match the school's proclaimed
values and behaviours and lose trust in the Principal
and the culture if there is a mismatch. The most
effective way for a Principal to embed culture is to
ensure that their actual behaviours match up to the
values and expected behaviours of the school.
Whether it's an intentional process or not, the
evolution of a school's culture is unavoidable. The
question is whether that culture will become an asset
for the school’s leadership, or a liability? The sooner
the culture is de ned, the
sooner:
•The Principal can be explicit
about the values and
behaviours expected from the
staff.
•The culture can be embedded
into the leadership, functions
and processes of the school
•The staff can start to live it
and hold one another
accountable for living it.
•The culture will become a
positive asset for the school,
the staff and the pupils.
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Including the broader team in the process
In a few situations, it is appropriate for the Principal to
personally decide the values of a school. In most cases, it is
better to include the wider team in the values de nition
process. Including the wider team will help develop a list of
values that is more representative of the actual values of
the school and help to get buy-in and engagement into the
culture development process from the team.

A Culture-Driven
Organisation

Bretton Putter’s Own Your Cultur

Extract … Chapter 6
Onboarding, Probation, Performance Evaluation and Exit
“We want to focus on creating a memorable experience for the new
hire in the rst year rather than processing them in the rst few
weeks.
- Cheryl Hughey, Director of Onboarding, Southwest Airlines

INTRODUCTIO
After a new employee has signed the offer letter and
the employment agreement, there is a window of
opportunity to ensure that the time and money invested
in attracting that person was not in vain. This is a unique
period in time, both for your company and the person
joining. The new joiner is untainted by the business's
realities and the good and bad aspects of your culture.
You will never have this green eld opportunity with
them ever again. The employee wants to contribute,
demonstrate their capabilities and become a valued
member of the organisation. The company wants to
quickly and ef ciently integrate a highly productive
employee who will add to the business and the bottom
line.You have a better chance of integrating a
committed, engaged and valuable employee for the
company if you invest in designing effective post
interview processes that integrate and demonstrate
your culture, and how you live the values, mission and
vision. In this chapter, I will look into how culture-driven
companies approach onboarding, probation and
performance evaluation and exit interviews.

Onboarding is a decisive step toward integrating the
new person into the company's culture, which, in the
long run, is more important than extracting value from
the new hire as quickly as possible. Leaders who don’t
have a well-designed onboarding process and treat
employee onboarding as “not that critical,” are
essentially leaving new employees to fend for
themselves. In an of ce situation, this could impede
their ability to become a culturally integrated, happy,
ef cient, effective worker who achieves the desired
outcomes. In a remote working environment, this
approach to onboarding is nothing short of insane.

Welcome baskets given to all new starters at The
Evolve Trust

ONBOARDING
A lot of companies miss a massive opportunity by
treating employee onboarding as an afterthought and if
the process is optimised at all, it is for the wrong goal of
getting a new employee to be productive as soon as
possible. Leadership fails to understand that the
onboarding process plays a critical role in the success of
any new hire.
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You need to document the onboarding process in a
remote working environment. In an of ce-based
environment, the new joiner would lean across their desk
and ask for clari cation on how things are done or watch
how other team members behave. The experience of
walking the new joiner around the of ce to introduce
them to people and sitting down with them for lunch is
impossible to replicate in a remote work environment.
Over time, the new joiner would learn by osmosis about
the way the company operates and solves problems, and
gets a sense of the underlying currents of the company's
culture, from what they saw happening in the of ce
For a productive remote onboarding session, it is essential
to:
Start the onboarding process before the new
joiner’s rst day.
Create a communication cadence that may look
something like this: – Communication starts 30
days before with different communication
events that happen 15 days, 5 days, 3 days, 2 days
and 1 day before they join. – Then follow up 1
day, 2 days, 3 days, 4 days, 5 days, 15 days, 30 days
and 60 days after their joining.
Schedule the necessary meetings.
Check in with the new joiner twice per day for
the rst few days.
Have an onboarding FAQ as well as a document
detailing your culture.
Arrange a buddy/mentor for the rst month (at
least).
Agree on their goals for 3/6/12 months.
Introduce the new joiner to any relevant subject
matter groups.
Adapt for Zoom-fatigue:
Limit video calls to 45 minutes with
✓
decompression time.
Spread onboarding out
✓
over a longer period.
Balance learning and
✓
thinking time
Give the new joiner tasks or
projects with multiple team
interaction points to work on for
quick wins.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Welcome letter given to all
new starters

•

Get an understanding of their feedback
preferences – how they like to give and
receive feedback.

The keys to developing a successful onboarding
program:
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminate anxiety from the process.
Develop trust and build relationships within
the company.
Help them to understand the invisible
currents of “the way we work around here.”
Allow them to demonstrate their strengths
quickly.
Create an environment where they can feel
safe enough to be themselves

Buddy System introduced at
The Evolve Trust
PROBATION
Most new employees are on probationary status for a
short period, generally 60-to 90-days. The employer
must make sure that the person ts the values, can do
the job and start to integrate them into the company
culture. Or let them go if they’re not a good t. Like
the onboarding process, many leaders treat probation
as an afterthought and don’t invest to ensure that the
process is effective. This is an unusual approach if you
consider that probation is the highest-value period for
a company attempting to integrate the employee into
the company.You have the
fullest attention of the
employee. They are still
trying to nd their feet
and settle in, the least
cultural bias (they're still
new and not yet
indoctrinated into the
culture, so give you the
most objective feedback),
and the willingness to
learn about and absorb
the culture (right when
they start)
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There are several ways a company can use this time
to ensure that the new hire is right for the company,
and make sure that it is the right t for the new hire.
This section explores companies that have designed
effective probation candidate evaluation processes.
Audiobooks has a three month probation period that
involves two anonymous surveys about the new
employee to help the team’s manager understand the
rest of the team's feelings about the new person and
gauge whether they t with the values. Lillydoo has a
six-month probation period in which a new hire and
their manager have feedback sessions every two
months, using a traf c light system of green, yellow
and red to indicate if things are going well or not. And
Aira has a set of expectation documents, which as the
name suggests outlines precisely what the company
expects from a new employee in their role.

We recognise that The Evolve Trust
is not for everyone - we are values
driven and our core values of
Ambition, Integrity, Inclusivity,
Resilience and Endeavour are nonnegotiable - this is the Evolve
A.I.I.R.E.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
More and more companies are doing away with the
traditional annual review process. It’s an ineffective
and inef cient process that looks back at an
individual’s performance, parts of which could have
happened as long as 11 months ago. Instead,
culture-driven companies implement an immediate
feedback process and reward employees on a more
regular basis for living the company's values. Some
companies have replaced the annual review process
altogether and others combine regular feedback
with quarterly or biannual reviews.
Culture-driven companies view feedback as a
muscle that can be developed and strengthened. It
is an essential part of their operating Onboarding,
Probation, Performance Evaluation and Exit system,
one key driver of their companies’ success, and
they train their employees on how to give and
receive feedback regularly and consistently. The
companies I have interviewed use multiple types of
feedback loops within their organisations, from
performance reviews done by team members in
which they set their own salaries, to monthly chats
about how the person is living the values.
This section discusses how employees receive
constant feedback at Jellyvision, where they have
monthly written feedback between managers and
employees. At CharlieHR, employees are assessed
every month on how they lived the company’s
values. Performance evaluation is an ongoing
exercise at Ballou, where they believe that no
employee review should ever come as a surprise.
Managers take monthly 20- to 30-minute walks
with each member of their team at Runway to
catch up and stretch their legs outside of the of ce
and talk about work-related and personal
challenges. Lillydoo proactively moves people
through the promotion or salary increase process
before employees ask for the raise or promotion.

Evolvers are given access to
fantastic professional learning
and development
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EXIT INTERVIEWS
If you have built a constructive, open, honest and
trusting culture you should almost not need to conduct
an exit interview. There are no surprises in trust-based
cultures when a person decides to leave your company
because they will have discussed their situation and
reasoning with you during the many conversations, oneon-one meetings or feedback sessions that happened
before their actual leave date. These conversations will
often occur months before the person leaves the
company, making a typical exit interview redundant. By
the time they go, any feedback about their experience,
the role or the company will have already been given
and you will have made any necessary preparations
required to ll the gap
In high-trust, open and honest cultures an exit
interview should be used to explore areas for company
improvement, con rm and document the feedback you
have already received, and ensure that the person will
be a positive promoter of your business

Leavers gift given and
thank you card
handwritten by CEO

In cases where the culture is not as constructive,
open, honest and trusting an exit interview can be an
opportunity.You can nd out why the person has
decided to leave, what could have been done
differently and anything that could be done to make
them stay (if you want them to stay). Most people do
not decide to leave a company on a whim and will
have thought long and hard about their dissatisfaction,
so it’s crucial to know the real reason. People join
companies, but they leave their managers, so you must
try to understand any critical issues and determine
how the company could improve and prevent this
from happening with other employees.
Natasha Guerra, CEO of Runway East, said, “We nd
that our PDP (Personal Development Plan) process
helps us understand where our team is regarding
their career and longevity with the company. We use
the PDP to understand what each individual wants to
achieve in the next 12, 24, and 36-plus months. In
some cases, we are not going to help them ful l their
longer-term goals at Runway East, but in the short- or
medium-term, we can. Whether we can or not
becomes apparent from the PDP process. Managers
stay on top of their team member’s progress toward
their PDP goals through the monthly one-to-one
GAD (Give A Damn) walks, and in the majority of
cases it’s not a surprise when an employee decides to
leave the company.”
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IN CONCLUSION…
There is a tendency to
believe that you can relax
as your new hire has
signed the contract to join.
They’re in. Done. But that
could not be further from
the truth. This is just the
beginning of your journey
together as colleagues.
Like in the early days of a
relationship, you get to
know one another better,
and you both regularly
review their fit with your
company. You have further
opportunities to continue
to assess your new hire
(and for them to continue
to assess you!) throughout
onboarding, probation and
performance evaluation. If
done well, every one of
these stages provides new
insights into both of you
and, should those insights
not be positive anymore,
also allow for a correction
mechanism which is
efficient and pain-free.
Onboarding is usually the
new joiner’s first
meaningful experience
with a company’s culture.
First impressions matter
and if the onboarding
experience is poor and
ineffective, you are setting
that person up for failure.
Once they have been
deemed in alignment with
the company values during
the recruitment process,
new joiners have a right to
be taught to live those
values and need to have
clear expectations set of
what’s required of them.
Performance evaluations shouldn’t be a once a year discussion; the culturedriven leader is being deliberate about feedback and focuses on encouraging it
to happen regularly, often in real time. And when someone is leaving the
company, hopefully you have created an open-communication environment in
which you clearly understand why that person is leaving and what, if any, changes
you will need to make going forward.
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Some key takeaways from this chapter include:
• Send new joiners a welcome package in the mail with reading material, company branded clothing, and invite
them to attend company events before they start work to make them feel like they’re already a part of the
team.
• Have everyone who interviewed the new hire send them a welcome email to alleviate any anxiety.
• Give them feedback that was gathered during their interview process and use that feedback as a personal
development tool.
• Have every new joiner give their feedback on what worked in the onboarding process, what didn’t, and how
you can improve the process.
• Partner new joiners with a buddy from the team who makes sure that they get up to speed quickly, are
integrating well, enjoy onboarding, and understand the company culture.
• Conduct values-based NPS (Net Promoter Score) surveys about the new joiners to understand better the
rest of the team’s feelings about the new person and gauge whether they are tting into the culture.
• Evaluate new joiners as an ongoing exercise, so that no employee review ever comes as a surprise.
• Move people through the promotion or salary increase process without the employee asking.
• Actively try to help employees reach their career goals through coaching and feedback.
• Use the exit interview process as a chance for you to learn about the reasons an employee is leaving, if you
don’t already know, and to understand what you can do differently going forward.

To purchase a copy of Own Your
Culture - please click on the
following link
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/
B08H279P1C
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A Culture-Driven
Organisation

A Cultural Revolutio

Changing the culture in an existing organisation not for the faint of heart! …… Carl Atkin
Carl studied music in
Colchester and
completed his PGCE at
Bretton Hall. He started
teaching in 1998 and has
held a number of
secondary school middle
and senior leadership
posts. Carl achieved
Distinction at The
Guardian East Midlands
Teacher of the Year
Awards in 2007 and was
awarded Achievement for
All Ambassador at the House of Lords in 2014. He
joined the Brunts Academy in 2009 as an Assistant
Headteacher, secured the Head of School role in 2013
and became Headteacher in May 2016. Carl provided
dynamic strategic direction and leadership to all staff
to ensure students receive a high standard of
education. In September 2018 Carl joined the Trust
Central Team as Director of School Improvement
where he oversees the Professional Learning
Pathways, Pupil Premium, Learning Teaching and
Research as well as undertaking speci c work to
support development needs in the Brunts, Beech and
Bramble Academies.

Looking back, 2014 was an interesting time. This was
when The Evolve Trust was created – to support a local
school in dif culty. At that point, the focus for both The
Brunts Academy and The Beech Academy was to increase
the outcomes and grades for students – basically, the
better the outcomes and the more quali cations the
better. Each school had a vision statement but not many
people knew about it and neither school had a clear set
of values – let alone a shared set of values
I was Head of School of The Brunts Academy at that time
(my rst go at headship) and focused heavily on hitting
attainment and progress measures set by governors and
the DfE, doing whatever it took.

Very often this involved offering nancial incentives for
‘Outstanding’ teachers to join us and throwing the kitchen
sink at the examination year groups to get them over the
line. I’m sure that there are plenty of leaders out there
who can probably resonate with this approach in the past.
In the short term, it did the job, however this was never
sustainable for the future
In 2017, I was part of a rotation which made the news
(https://schoolsweek.co.uk/trading-places-how-a-trustbroke-down-barriers/). This gave me the opportunity to
see all 3 Trust schools at that time from a different
viewpoint, including the one I had been a leader for the
past decade. This was a fantastic opportunity afforded me
by our CEO following work with Dr. Ben Laker and it
didn’t take long for me to see what I had got very right
and what I had got very wrong.
Culture had never been high on the agenda – in fact it
wasn’t on any agenda. As a result, the culture within the
school I had been leading was unde ned and left to
chance. So, what did this mean? The behaviours of staff
were also unde ned and in areas, the behaviours of staff
were not in line with the Trust’s visions and values and at
times the culture was toxic! This sounds strong but it was
true, and in many respects, this was not their fault, in that
we had not talked about culture, explained the why behind
it, or even the importance. The Trust’s values, that had
been introduced by the new CEO in 2017, were all over
the walls and documentation but were not being lived and
this had resulted in staff, who were in many cases high
performers, not sharing ideas, not supporting each other
or collaborating together. There was also a culture of
talking behind closed doors and not following through
with the direction of travel – often undermining leaders
and even each other.
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Bretton is the CEO of CultureGene, a company culture
consultancy helping early stage and high-growth
technology companies to prepare for and execute at
rapid scale. He also had spent 16 years as the Managing
Partner of a leading executive search rm where he
successfully helped over 400 start-up and high-growth
companies expand their senior management teams across
the UK, EU and US.

In September 2020, a situation arose where I returned
to Brunts as Acting Principal and I was truly shocked by
some of the behaviours being exhibited by some.
Behaviours which were most de nitely not in line with
the Trust’s vision or values and in some cases, were
detrimental to the young people we serve. To this day
I’m not sure if these were behaviours which were
there when I was originally in post, or if they were
more apparent because I had been working in other
Trust schools where the culture was further on and
more in line with our values. Either way, it needed to
be addressed and therefore, with the support from our
CEO (Claire Cuthbert) and the Trust Exec, I instigated
a restructure which heavily
focused on culture and de ning
what it means to be an ‘Evolver’.
This was the only way to ensure
that the culture at the school
changed rapidly so that Brunts
became an Evolve school and
was much more integrated into
The Evolve Trust family. After
all, if the leaders in the school
were not appointed against our
values and behaviours, how
could we expect the teams they
lead to exhibit the behaviours?
We knew that we needed to get
to the point where whichever
Evolve school you were in, the
culture and behaviours were the
same as the vision and values were the same across
the Trust

Back to Brunts, I took the decision to share our culture
deck with the senior leadership team shortly after
announcing the restructure. The reaction was interesting
to say the least - Some appreciated the transparency,
clarity and honesty and others less so. However, this set
the tone and one thing which quickly became apparent
was that every organisation has a culture – whether that
be strong or weak, functional or dysfunctional. Also, that
culture attracts people in and repels people out –
depending on their beliefs and to what extent they are a
cultural t. We were under no illusions what this would
mean for Brunts – staff that would come with us and who
genuinely believed in the Trust’s values and those who
would decide that it wasn’t for them and
therefore would ultimately leave. This is
ok as at the same time as we were de ning
the behaviours associated with our values,
we didn’t want to lock in staff who would
be unhappy with the direction of travel and
wanted to attract those that were

As a Trust central team, Claire had introduced the
central team to the importance of culture on a number
of occasions and we had already engaged with the
work of Bretton Putter through his book ‘Culture Decks
Decoded’. The Trust had developed its own culture
deck, and this was starting to be used across the
schools and on interview and induction days. Since
then, we had also started to engage with Bretton’s
book ‘Own your own culture’. Both of these texts had
been really useful at ensuring that we clearly de ned
our culture and helped those in the organisation
understand it. Claire made contact with Bretton to
enlist his help with speeding up the cultural change and
enhancing the good work already done.

As a Trust we completely revamped our
approach to recruitment as well as our
onboarding. All new leaders would be
appointed on values based tasks and
questions and would undergo a focused
leadership programme on culture led by
our CEO with input from externals,
including Bretton Putter, Nick Heard from
The National College of Education and
Jonathan Newport, Managing Director at
Team Teach. We have interviewed numerous candidates,
some high performers too! But not all have been
successful because at interview, it became clear that they
were not a cultural t. We knew that we had
exceptionally strong training and development pathways,
and the only thing we couldn’t train or coach is alignment
to our values – either you believe in them, or you don’t.
Many an interview day went by where we didn’t appoint
as we knew that we were going through a painful process
but that we couldn’t not afford to appoint the wrong
people if genuine change was going to take place. By the
end of the Spring Term, we had a new Academy Senior
Leadership team, a new Trust subject leadership team and
a new pastoral team and whilst some can’t join us until
September, some have managed to secure early release
and start before the summer.
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The Trust’s vision was clear – Opening minds, creating
opportunities for all to believe in themselves, ful l their
potential and develop the skills needed to succeed and
enjoy life. There was nothing in this about progress 8 or
raw score 100 – and this vision was not just for
students, it was also for staff. Yet this had not been the
focus and it was all about hitting percentages and DfE
gures rather than striving to achieve our vision

evolvealliance@evolvetrust.org

However, don’t take my word for it, what do the new
leaders say
Yasmin Ensor – Trust Leader for The Art
I’ve recently had the pleasure of attending a number of PLD
sessions based upon culture, including workshops with guest
speakers Brett Putter and Nick Heard. These workshops
have provided real insight into how leaders can foster a
positive culture within a school environment, and the impact
this has on staff and students
The PLD workshops have been invaluable to me as
someone new to leadership. We had opportunity to discuss
and learn about de ning our core values, what they look like
in practice and how this would contribute to the school
culture. This was particularly interesting as I could see links
to my own research I am undertaking for my master’s
degree, that has a focus on teacher self-ef cacy of pupils
with EAL. Prior research has found a positive correlation
between teacher self-ef cacy and the attainment of pupils.
Schools with stronger cultures have a stronger collective
ef cacy as they are more likely to encourage staff to share
experiences, advice and see new challenges as opportunity
to improve. This in turn increases the ef cacy of individual
teachers and students and of course feeds back in to the
culture of the school
‘Leaders create culture, culture drives behaviour,
behaviour produces results’
– Edgar Schein, Former
Professor of Management at MI
But what is meant by school culture? It’s one thing to have a
set of core values and a vision, but if this isn’t supported by
the staff within the trust it runs risk of appearing tokenistic.
Brett Putter explained we need to ensure that the values
and vision are embedded within everything we do as a trust,
and Nick Heard commented on the importance of pointing
out when this isn’t the case: ‘the most dangerous lies are the
ones we whisper to ourselves’. As leaders, we need to
ensure that we appropriately address behaviour that doesn’t
t with the school culture, and we need to accept when
someone addresses our own behaviour too

Simon Sinek’s Golden Circle model particularly resonated
with me, as it asks us initially to not focus what we do,
but why we do it. As teachers it is sometimes easy to lose
sight of the reason we got into teaching in the rst place,
and the reason we come into school every morning. The
Golden Circle is a reminder of the trust’s vision and how
we can ensure all pupils and staff are able to develop.
The knowledge gained from these workshops allowed me
to re ect upon the sort of leader I’d like to be. Would I
prefer my faculty to have a top down or bottom-up
approach? Will I empower my team to take
responsibilities, or make them accountable for their
mistakes? I’m looking forward to implementing the ideas
and strategies that I’ve taken from the sessions when I
start my new role in September and use them to foster a
positive culture within my own department and faculty
Kate Loach – Trust Leader for P
In some eyes I am seen as new and fresh to the Evolve
Trust but to me personally that could not be further
from the truth. Having come from a military background
where I committed ten years of my life to an
organisational culture that prides itself on Courage,
Discipline, Respect for others, Integrity, Loyalty and
Sel ess Commitment and a ‘Can do’ culture, knowing
that I was joining a new team with a similarly strong
culture meant that Evolve felt like home. I knew straight
away that being a part of the Trust was going to ful l that
empty space I felt since leaving the Army
My journey started back in January. Fast forward to the
present day and I feel that the Trust’s vision, values and
culture are stronger than ever. We have a very clear and
concise message across the trust that is being sung from
the rafters, not only by those who want to see children
succeed both in school and in life, but the children
themselves.
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Already, the difference is immeasurable! The pace of
change has signi cantly increased and new leaders who
are already with us are already making a massive
difference to our curriculum offer – creating
opportunities for students that were never there before
and developing their skills needed for 21st employment
and post pandemic. Additionally, behaviours that are not
in line with our values or behaviours are being
questioned. This is exactly what we wanted to happen
and as a result, the culture has started to tip. On an
aside, I have been really privileged to be in the position to
put something right that I didn’t get right the rst time
around

evolvealliance@evolvetrust.org

Having been appointed based on the Trust vision, values and
culture that I live and breathe day in and day out, I have
become a rm believer that our organisational culture is
getting stronger and stronger. Dealing with change isn’t always
easy but with the right approach change can help you develop
yourself and grow. Stepping into my new role as Trust Lead for
PE has already allowed me to gain an array of PLD [Not
everyone will know what this is] this including from culture
expert Bretton Putter (inspiring to say the least) who taught
me that we must LIVE THE CULTURE and he is right. If we
have our values in place that are strong then this will drive our
behaviour both personally, in our team and the children we
serve. The DNA of the organisation and the realisation of our
culture is through living and modelling our vision and values. I
100% believe that living and demonstrating these values in
relation to how we do what we do, will drive the right
behaviour and help with decision making then we can whole
heartedly say that the values where at the forefront of
everything
As an Evolver if we can live and breathe the Evolve AIIRE
(Ambition, Integrity, Individuality, Resilience & Endeavour) then
we can all achieve a strong, functional culture and in turn
develop a great place for our staff, students, and community to
learn, work and share. I have really enjoyed my rst 5 months
within The Evolve Trust and I have been given endless
opportunities to dive in to becoming an Evolver. I see the
future as bright for both myself, the team and trust but more
importantly the children who look up to us on a daily basis as
the ones we serve and strive for to give them a better
tomorrow

This leads to the question “why the Evolve Trust?” The
answer to this in its simplest form is to teach and impart
the love I have for the Arts. However, that can be done at
any school, in any area, to any group of children. So, why
the Evolve Trust? Having the upbringing that I did and
having the experiences I had, I became a teacher to allow
students from a similar background to myself to see that
there is a future for them. They can, with the help of a
network where the culture is right, break the mould and
achieve their full potential
Teaching the Arts also brings with it a need to enlighten
students on cultural experiences, to open minds to the
world that they are a part of and can help to shape. To
give them the opportunity to become citizens that they
and their families can be proud of and ultimately to give
them experiences that they can cherish and take with
them on their journey to a ful lled life. It is only right that
I do this in an educational establishment that shares the
same vision and values as I do, alongside people who share
that same vision and relish in the culture created at
Evolve
This is a very brief insight on some of the aspects that
contribute to my ‘Why?’ and the work on Simon Sinek has
allowed me to analyse this in real depth. My ‘Why?’ is now
at the forefront of all of my decisions and I will make this
a model to follow during my time as I move into a
leadership role. I will now have an expectation that my
team will follow their “Why?” and allow it to form the
decisions that give our children quality experiences that
help to develop them and allow them to succeed in life.

If we can come together as one with our ideas and behaviours
then I truly believe that our culture will continue to develop
and be a force to be reckoned with in the education
community. Our culture is the one sustainable competitive
advantage that we as Trust leaders have control over and it will
continue to be an incredibly valuable asset, if we are intentional
about it. I am totally committed, and look forward to, doing my
part in strengthening the Evolve Trust culture.
Craig Foster – Trust Leader for The Art
The most prominent message and the one that resonates with
me the most is one from Simon Sinek. “Start with why?” His
views on culture, values and alignment just make sense. There is
no questioning why they work or what it is about them that
makes them so successful because they’re based on our most
human behaviours. “Why?” Why do I get up and want to work
for the Evolve Trust? Why here and why the children who
attend our schools
I come from a deprived working-class background, I attended a
Secondary School in an old mining town where, for many
generations, the ethos had been: Go to school, leave early, get a
job and then work in that job until the time comes to retire.
The very idea of Further Education and University never even
entered the minds of the young residents of that town and if
they did, they were soon squashed by previous generations. My
very upbringing forms the biggest part of my “Why?
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Tom McDermott – Trust Director for English

I am Trust Director of Mathematics and have worked at the
Brunts Academy for the past 17 years since starting out as an
NQT. The changes in leadership over the years have brought
about many systematic changes designed to lead to
improvements in both pastoral and academic related outcomes.
Where changes have not had the desired outcome, this has
been acknowledged and course corrected. However, when
changes have not been successful this has not always been the
result of a strategy not being great! Frequently, it has been to
do with the fact of not having 100% ‘buy-in’ within the team
responsible for its execution…the institutional culture has not
been right.

Culture was not a term I was familiar with, I had heard of
the word, just not really appreciated what it meant. I have
worked in several Academies since I started teaching and
upon (that wonderful thing) re ection have come to an
astonishing conclusion. I could not tell you the purpose,
the ethos, the ‘culture’ behind any of them. I could recite a
strapline or tell you that the aim of place X was for
students to achieve Y but not much more than that.
There was a problem. No one had taken the time to
explain the culture, the de ning moral purpose behind
what it is that organisation was doing. It was more a case
of here are some students, here are the people you are
working with now have at it.

Over the past few years at Evolve a key focus of the CEO has
been to provide professional development to develop the
culture within the Trust by inspiring others to, “advance their
ideas and their vision.” (Sinek, 2009, p.1). As Coyle states,
“Group culture is one of the most powerful forces on the
planet. We sense its presence inside successful businesses,
championship teams, and thriving families, and we sense when
it’s absent or toxic. We can measure its impact on the bottom
line.” (Coyle, 2019, p. 6). Our journey on culture so far has been
focused on promoting a shared vision and values and ensuring
personnel who share these ideas are in key posts within the
structure.
As a group of both senior and middle leaders signi cant time
has been devoted to ensuring a collective understanding of the
vision - of the ‘why’ of the Trust; to open minds, creating
opportunities for all to believe in themselves, achieve their potential
and develop the skills needed to succeed and enjoy life. This has
then been developed at faculty level to ensure a uni ed
understanding by all. Sinek, 2009 explains that when a WHY is,
“clearly understood, it attracts people who believe the same
thing.” (Sinek, 2009, p. 89) This has been a crucial element in
moving the Trust forward.
The next stage has been to clearly articulate the values and
their associated behaviours:

This has involved bespoke sessions from Bretton Putter of
CultureGene who has challenged us exemplify what behaviours
we would expect to see to demonstrate these values. We are
now at the point of whole school INSET around these ideas.
In terms of the future, “it’s not size and might that make a
company strong, it’s the culture – the strong sense of beliefs
and values that everyone, from the CEO to receptionist, all
share” (Sinek, 2009, p. 90). We will know we are successful
when the vision and values resonate with the actions and
behaviours of all individuals within the Trust. For some, this
might not be the journey they want to continue with, but for
those who do fully engage and embrace this culture I am
con dent that the future will be amazing for the young people
within our Trust and wider community.
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Since joining Evolve I now have a sense of what exactly a
Culture is (and yes, I have deliberately capitalised the
word). Culture is not an inde nable or tangential idea at
Evolve. It is something that has taken considerable time to
engineer and implement. I have been incredibly fortunate
to access quality development on the Leadership
Symposium programme and have had to opportunity to
work with a man called Bretton Putter (a leading thinker
on developing and promoting Culture). Even now the Trust
is developing its Culture to enable us, as an organisation to
bene t the young people and community we serve.
I feel it important to give an example of developing
Culture. *checking notes* In the not too distant past (13th
May 2021 to be exact) I found myself in a meeting with
various members of the Evolve Trust and Bretton Putter.
The nature of this meeting was to discuss the core values
of the Trust and think about the impact these had on the
Culture. We took each value in turn, focussing on what
they meant to us, how we lived them in the various
Academies and how we could develop them going
forward. I learned a key lesson here, with a group of
people who are aligned, share values and importantly
understand the culture of an organisation become those
necessary agents of change or as we like to say here:
Evolvers.
I have taken away more from sessions on developing and
understanding Culture than a few hundred words might
allow. I think it may well take an entire book (that will have
to go on a de nite back burner) to fully explore the
difference this has had on me and my practice. Now I
consider Culture and values at the heart of all decisions
made relating to education. This now extends to even
before people work at the Trust, interviews now include
questions on Culture. Something I had never considered
before working at Evolve.
So, what have I learned so far about culture? Well that is
simple; Culture is the way we do things around here.
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Emma Emery – Trust Director for Mathematics
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Research Corner
What Barbara Sims has been reading

A Review of No Rules Rule
Net ix and the Culture of Reinventio
By Reed Hastings and Erin Meye
This book is fascinating. Net ix is a well-known household name that is
used in conversation as much as say google is (i.e. I’ll “google” it). Having
also worked as an Executive Team on our Trust Culture Deck using the
likes of Net ix as a comparison, I was interested to understand how the
company has managed to achieve its global status.
The book is written jointly by Reed Hastings (Net ix CEO) and Erin Meyer (INSEAD Business School)
in four sections setting out the steps to build a “Culture of Freedom and Responsibility”. Each chapter
sets out each stage in the culture building process, or as Reed phrases this – “connecting the dots”.
Reed and Erin’s re ections on their employment history, where they went wrong, and how Net ix is so
different. This is intertwined with some interesting anecdotes to clearly highlight the point being made.
It was interesting to read the drivers to success and how Net ix had used their ability to future proof,
take risks (the right risks) and think beyond the here and now. This book resonated with me and our
discussions as an Executive Team when thinking about the education system as it currently stands. We
need to take the opportunity in front of us, to learn from the events of the past 12-18 months, be bold,
be brave and create a future education system that is t for purpose and
will give the next generation the best possible chance in life with all the
society changes that are happening around us.
The overriding message throughout the book is the importance of
having “talent density”, a small number of rockstars (love this term!)
who are fully aligned to the vision and values of the organisation. Why
pay twice when you can pay once at tope market rate for a Rockstar? A
nobrainer…so obvious yet rarely considered. Reed explains the
importance of talent density as they thrive off each other and work
collaboratively to create a better and innovative organisation.
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Once this talent density has been created, it is at that point that feedback and candor are increased
according to Reed. It highlights the importance of addressing con ict, but also providing feedback to aid
development of those around you. This is so important and where you have an organisation with a high
talent density, individuals will thrive on being their absolute best and appreciate this candor. But, you must
have the right people in place. This feedback and candor extends to leadership who Reed believes should
be completely open, honest and transparent
The nal stage in the road to a culture of freedom and responsibility is to nd ways to remove controls. I
have to be honest, being a Chief Finance Of cer, some of these chapters initially made me uncomfortable
at the thought of implementing the likes of “removing travel and expense approvals”…. However, the way
Reed explained the rational behind these areas, I really understood and could see the bene t (but don’t
tell anyone I said that!!). Reed is absolutely right. If you have individuals in an organisation who are fully
aligned to the vision and values; expectations and behaviours are clearly set, all decisions will be made in
the best interests of the organisation.
The nal message in the book links to this. Net ix have done so well because they “lead with context and
not control”. There is a brilliant tree analogy that explains this term which highlights the CEO as the roots
who sets the context and the rest of the organisation grows from this. If the roots are solid, the tree will
grow in the right direction.
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The Big Interview with John Dryden,
Trustee of The Evolve Trust
Q2. How would you describe the culture Evolve is
developing

John graduated
with a B.Sc Hons
in Pure
Mathematics from
Birmingham
University in 1972.
He began his
education career
teaching in
Birmingham and
subsequently has
worked in schools
in Leicestershire,
Leicester and
Nottingham holding posts as a head of
mathematics, deputy head and head teacher. He
has worked for Nottinghamshire as a senior
adviser within the education improvement
service and was a lead inspector for Ofsted
inspection over a number of years. Since his
retirement in 2011, John has undertaken a wide
range of consultancy within schools on aspects of
leadership and teaching and learning.

The culture that Evolve is creating is one that I fully buy into
and it is so important to me. The Evolve culture is work in
progress. Evolve is at a really important point where a
number of key aspects are coming together. Alignment
between vision, values and culture is getting stronger and
stronger and we are at the point where we will make great
strides forward because more and more people in the trust
are consciously choosing to work in ways to bring the trust’s
vision and values alive. The extent to which this is fully
shared by everyone is dif cult for me to comment on as for
the last 18 months I have lived my Evolve life on Zoom. I
haven’t been able to physically be in the schools. I am so
looking forward to ful lling my responsibilities as a trustee by
also visiting the schools to engage in activities that contribute
to achieving our vision and that bring alive our values. With
behaviours aligned with the Trust’s vision and values, we can
achieve so much.
Q3. What does a successful organisation culture
look like to you and what should Evolve do
differently to become an even better organisatio
A successful organisation culture for me is where there is an
alignment between vision, values and personal beliefs. Also,
where there is a t with culture and the traditions of the
organisation. Furthermore, the buy in to the culture extends
beyond staff to include all stakeholders.

Q1. How would you de ne work culture
and why is cultural t so important to you
For me it’s about what it feels like to be part of an
organisation. It’s a combination of a shared vision,
one which everyone buys into, together with values
and beliefs, also those traditions which have
developed over the years. It is so important that
everyone is focused on achieving the vision of the
Trust and behaves in ways which underpin the
values. So that we are all working in the same
direction – to do the very best for the young people
we serve

In continuing to move Evolve forward it is not about doing
things differently - it is about all of us embedding our vision
and values in everything we ALL do. This journey is ongoing
for Evolve – next steps should include continuing to
• Ensure that the actions we choose to take are explicitly
focused on achieving our vision for all learners in our
schools – with a particular emphasis on disadvantaged
group
• Seek further opportunities to be accountable to the
communities we serve
• Develop further opportunities for action-based research
into learning
• Ensure that people who join Evolve want to be part of the
organisation and its culture
17
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Q4. What aspects of Evolve are you most
proud of

So back to the balloon
To rise, we need everyone in the balloon basket

Evolve’s vision is what we are about
To open minds, creating opportunities for all to believe in
themselves, achieving their potential and develop the skills
needed to succeed and enjoy life
So, I am most proud of everyone in Evolve who
keeps this focus in mind in everything they do and
who consciously choose to work in ways to bring
our values of ‘Ambition’, ‘Integrity’, ‘Endeavour’,
‘Inclusivity’ and ‘Resilience’ alive

• To actively want to be there for the journey
ahea
• To be aware of others in the basket and to
look out for each other
• To know the part they are expected to play
• To be alert to what might push the balloon off
course and to contribute to nding ways to
overcomes these obstacle

Q5. Please describe a couple of differing
cultures that you have worked in during
your caree
A culture that I actively chose not to work in was
the school where I had my very rst interview for a
teaching post . The initial part of the day included a
tour of the school. The atmosphere was very
oppressive with a tangible focus solely on behaviour
and conformity. Too many classroom doors were
closed and we were guided away from them. I
gained no sense of a school as a centre of learning
for all involved. It was very clear to me that I
couldn’t work in such a school. My values did not t
with the school’s. So, it was no surprise to me that
I wasn’t appointed
I have been lucky throughout my career in terms of
working in organisations where the culture is right
for me. Other than my rst application, I have only
applied for posts in schools that I wanted to be part
of. The third school I worked in was a large
comprehensive with a new Headteacher. I actually
knew the Head and I understood his values and
beliefs, this was key to me as it meant that I knew
the journey that he was focused on taking the
school on. To build a school that widened horizons
and that had a focus on learning for all pupils, all
staff and the communities we served
Q6. Imagine that the trust was a helium
balloon. If we add helium the balloon rises
and ful ls its potential, if we remove
helium, or it escapes, the balloon falls. In
your opinion what would increase the
helium in the trust balloon
It’s all about the journey of the learning of our
young people and the part we play in helping them
be successful. We need everyone to want to be on
this learning journey: willing to work together and
willing to continue to learn.
18
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Q7. In your opinion, what does Evolve need
to focus on to be an employer of choice

Q9. How has Evolve’s culture changed
over the years

Evolve’s focus remains the same, it’s about young
people’s learning and having high expectations for
them.

I have always worked to achieve the best for young
people - this has always been my top priority.
Evolve was rst set up to help a failing school that
was in special measures. That school needed help
and support - this is when the leaders of Brunts
chose to become a multi-academy trust - to
support the young people in Mans eld and those
from another school!

To be an employer of choice we are seeking to
Firstly, provide planned professional learning
packages for all staff, including opportunities to
undertake research into learning
Secondly, to make the most of being a multiacademy trust that has 2 special schools, a primary
school and an 11-18 secondary school by giving
opportunities for staff to develop their careers in all
these different settings. So, we are developing
planned opportunities for staff to work across the
schools in the trust

I think where Evolve has developed is that there is
a greater understanding of the different
ingredients of culture - we have better clarity
around the t between vision, values and
behaviours. We are currently working on the
behaviours which bring our values alive in working
at achieving our vision.

Q8. Which of the Trust’s values do you
most / least identify with
All of the Trust’s 5 values (Ambition, Integrity,
Endeavour, Inclusivity and Resilience) are of equal
importance to me – I am not avoiding the question
– I genuinely believe that all are needed to achieve
our vision. The only thing I would change is the
strap line for ‘Inclusivity’ from ‘Respect for everyone’
to ‘Leave no-one behind’
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Organisation

Importance of a Culture Deck …. Dawn Pare,
Community Engagement and Marketing Lea
The Evolve Trust
Dawn is the
Community and
Marketing Lead and
joined the Evolve Trust
in February 2016. In
her role Dawn has
been instrumental in
supporting the
Mans eld community
with the set up of a
community charity
shop and foodbank.
Dawn is a quali ed
Prince 2 practitioner
and has a wealth of
experience managing medium to large projects
across the country which were delivered while
working for The Post Of ce during her 20 year
career. In addition to her project management skills,
Dawn has worked at Director level for the majority
of her career being responsible for managing
delivery at an operational level.

Since Claire-Marie Cuthbert joined the Evolve Trust
in 2016, Claire and the Exec Team have worked
tirelessly on vision and values. As a leadership team
we knew we needed to work on creating the Evolve
culture – we had a clear idea of what this looked like,
but the journey of embedding this culture across the
trust proved much more dif cult than we had rst
imagined. We knew our culture needed to re ect
our values of
Ambition, Integrity, Inclusivity, Resilience
and Endeavour
Each of the above values are non-negotiable in Evolve
and should be lived and breathed daily – they are the
Evolve A.I.I.R.E.

We had taken our rst step in creating our culture, we
had a vision that de ned our purpose, and our values
are very clear. We had promotional literature, including
a great website, letting people know our vision and
values, and we have these displayed in our schools,
however we had missed an important factor and that
was de ning the behaviours that underpinned each
value and therefore these were left to interpretation.
We knew that we needed to embed the culture into
our academies and to do this we needed to be clear on
behaviours.
Embedding a culture is not an easy journey (and we are
not at the end of this journey) – the importance of the
Evolve culture
being visible and
tangible came
about when, as
an Exec Team, we
read Bretton
Putter’s Culture
Decks Decoded
Culture Decks
Decoded was
chosen by
Claire-Marie
Cuthbert, CEO
of The Evolve
Trust, as a core
text for the Exec
Team to discuss.
Bretton Putter’s
book provided a
comprehensive
evaluation of
some of the
world’s most
successful company cultures – this included Net ix,
Linkedin, Hubspot, Hootsuite,Valve and Patreon. We
were able to gain an insight into the way companies
think about their culture
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The Exec Team at the Evolve Trust are committed to
evidence informed research - each week we explored
and debated each chapter of Culture Decks Decoded
and compared our thoughts about each slide. This
really set us on a path of de ning our own culture deck
which was a real turning point in embedding our
culture. This book gave us a framework and really
simpli ed the process of creating the Evolve culture
deck. We discussed the pros and cons of creating our
own culture deck and looked at each slide to see which
resonated with us. We knew what we wanted our
culture to look like – an Evolver who understands the
WHY, who is fully aligned to our vision and values, goes
over and beyond every day for the good of the children,
demonstrates ambition for themselves, the children and
the Trust and they act with integrity at all times
We agreed that having a culture deck was the way
forward for Evolve – it would help everyone to focus
on what is important. It has proved to be essential in
our recruitment process as we now recruit on values
rather than skills alone. Our goal is to attract, recruit
and retain A* talent and by using the culture deck in
our values recruitment process we have a clear focus
on what is important to Evolve, and by doing this we
will achieve our aim to create a workplace where
people can make a difference and ful l their potential.

I have selected a few slides from Culture Decks
Decoded which helped inform our thinking,
particularly the emotive slides which resonated
with us around the importance of the “why” which
is at the heart of our culture

A brilliant metaphor is used in Hostinger’s slide
below – just as the majority of the iceberg was
mostly invisible to the Titanic, so it is that most
companies have a culture that is omnipresent, but
simultaneously subconscious and intangible, lurking
beneath the surface and ignored and invisible to
the majority

We know that not everyone is motivated by money, but
they are motivated to work in an environment which
gives them a purpose and a culture that they t into,
aligned with their own personal values. Culture is the
ultimate strategic advantage, and Culture Decks
Decoded helped us learn from the very best culture
driven companies. We were able to understand how to
transform our culture into a visible, tangible asset and as
we know from working with Bretton Putter this is
essential to embedding our culture. We learnt how
Net ix, Hubspot and Hootsuite use their culture decks
to describe their cultures and what makes them unique.
We were able to get a good insight into the culture of
these companies just by reading some of the slides in
their culture deck. Also, by understanding how they had
gone about creating their company’s culture decks,
helped us create ours
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Hope you enjoy the Evolve culture deck – slides given below
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A Culture-Driven
Organisation

Re ections from this year …. Jonathan
Newport
What a year it’s been, or is it two years now? It feels like COVID restrictions have been here for a long time.
As we move forward, it would be easy to concentrate on what we’ve lost, hardships and missed opportunities.
We could assume that every experience of lockdown has been a bad one.
Or we can reframe the situation and focus on positive moments within such a tough time. Let’s change the
narrative from all the things we’ve lost and concentrate instead on what we’ve gained. As professionals, we’ve
all had to dig deeper to support those children, young people and vulnerable adults we work with. We’ve been
creative and overcome every challenge thrown our way.
What this pandemic has given us is a new understanding of the importance of wider life and meaningful
communication. We’ve enhanced moments spent at home and school, cultures in different settings has given us
the ability to be agile both emotionally and practically. We need to foster an understanding of the need for
culture nurturing in our busy schedules.
Moving forward, conversations seem centred around a rush to play catch up. But after such a challenging time,
making connections and building community has never been more important. It’s through open communication
that the children and adults we work with learn to cooperate with others and deal with dif cult feelings like
frustration and disappointment. Meaningful activities help them see how to solve problems and build their selfcon dence
As we nally start emerging from this pandemic, culture will be the foundation that allows us to move forward,
let's put the power of connection, togetherness and community at the centre of our thinking.
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